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Deliver personalized insights 
for everyone, everywhere
ThoughtSpot empowers everyone to create, consume, and operationalize data-
driven insights. Our consumer-grade search and AI technology delivers true 
self-service analytics that anyone can use, while our developer-friendly platform 
ThoughtSpot Everywhere makes it easy to build interactive data apps that integrate 
with your existing cloud ecosystem.
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CONNECT

SEARCH

AUTO-ANALYZE

Get up and running at the speed and 
scale of cloud

Search your cloud data in a whole
new way

Uncover granular insights hidden in  
dark corners of your data

Connect ThoughtSpot to your cloud data warehouse and 
start live-querying data in minutes. Easily scale up and 
down to meet business demand and access insights no 
matter where in the world you’re working.

Give everyone a familiar consumer-grade search 
experience to create new insights on-demand.

Auto-analyze billions of rows of data to quickly spot 
anomalies, trends, and everyday opportunities to  
improve your bottom line.
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VISUALIZE

MOBILE

OPERATIONALIZE

Create truly interactive dashboards  
to drill anywhere

Take your insights on the go

Turn insights into business action

Search & AI make it easy for anyone to create 
insights, build dashboards, and answer “the next 
question” in seconds.

Turn billions of rows of data into granular insights that 
you can access from anywhere with a single tap.

Push cloud data to your favorite business apps so 
frontline teams can view data in context, apply insights 
to business use cases, improve processes, and make 
smarter business decisions.
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BUILD

SECURITY AND GOVERNANCE

Build and embed interactive  
data apps

Securely govern your data at scale

Deliver more engaging analytics experiences with 
ThoughtSpot Everywhere’s low-code platform.

Build trust and confidence in your data with industry-
leading cloud security and governance controls right 
out of the box.
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The world’s most innovative 
teams use ThoughtSpot to  
power their business

What used to take a data professional 15 to 20 minutes can be 
done in seconds with ThoughtSpot running on Google Cloud.

GREG CAPODAGLI, SENIOR MARKETING MANAGER, MATTEL/FISHER PRICE

Before ThoughtSpot, we didn’t have a simple way to leverage 
our cloud data. Now our finance team can quickly get actionable 
insights with the scale and speed we need.

We have a focus of going cloud first within Verisk, and since 
ThoughtSpot already integrates so well with AWS and Snowflake, 
it felt like a no brainer.

VIVEK MALHOTRA, SR. MANAGER CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT ANALYTICS, UNILEVER

BRENT FRANCOM, ASSISTANT VP XACTWARE, VERISK
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Insights for all,  
whatever your role

Business Leader Architect

Analyst Product Leader

Data Leader Developer

Get insights at the speed of thought Build the modern data and analytics stack of the future

Become the analyst of the future Engage more users with search & AI

Unleash the value of your cloud data Build interactive data apps
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ThoughtSpot is the Modern Analytics Cloud company. Our mission is to 
create a more fact-driven world with the easiest to use analytics platform. 
With ThoughtSpot, anyone can leverage natural language search and AI to 
find data insights and tap into the most cutting edge innovations the cloud 
data ecosystem has to offer. Companies can put the power of their modern 
data stack in the hands of every employee, extend the value of their data to 
partners and customers, and automate entire business processes.

Sign up for a free trial today

www.thoughtspot.com/free-trial    |   (800) 508-7008

About ThoughtSpot

THOUGHTSPOT.COM

Insights at the speed of thought

http://www.thoughtspot.com/free-trial

